Theoretical research on the geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) induced by the equilibrium toroidal rotation flow (ETRF) in the tokamak plasmas with an arbitrary b is performed by using the ideal magnetohydrodynamic model, where b is the ratio of the plasma pressure and magnetic field pressure. Two equations determining the poloidal displacement n h and the divergence of the Lagrangian perturbation are obtained and suitable for arbitrary cross-section tokamaks with largeaspect-ratios. The dispersion relations are then derived for two different coupling patterns by assuming n 62 ¼ 0 and n 64 ¼ 0, respectively, where n m ¼
I. INTRODUCTION
As the high-frequency branch of the zonal flows (ZFs), the geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) is believed to play an important role in moderating plasma turbulence and turbulent transport since it affects the radial electric field E r and resultingẼ ÂB poloidal flow. [1] [2] [3] It has thus attracted much interest (see, for example, an excellent review, 4 and references therein). The GAM was first investigated analytically by Winsor et al. in 1968 5 who presented the typical frequency of the GAM as x is the sound speed, R is the major radius of the tokamak, and q is the safety factor. Here, p is the plasma thermal pressure, q is the density, and c is the adiabatic index. The GAM is basically a kind of electrostatic perturbation with the toroidal and poloidal symmetrical structures (m ¼ n ¼ 0). It has been experimentally observed in many tokamak plasmas [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and extensively investigated by theoretical analyses [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] as well as numerical simulation. 17, 18 As pointed out by Qiu et al., 19 most of the previous theoretical investigations neglect the radial structures of GAMs while the radial inhomogeneity leads to the continuous spectrum of the GAM. 20 Besides, the energetic particles (EPs) are a key issue in tokamak plasma physics. 21 EPs are shown to drive GAMs based on both experimental results [22] [23] [24] and theoretical exploration. 19, [25] [26] [27] [28] Recently, Fesenyuk et al. 29 investigated the GAM associated with the structure of Alfv en continuum in toroidal plasmas with high q 2 b using the mode equations derived almost ten years ago. 30 Owing to the significant applications to theẼ ÂB shear flow control of anomalous transport and turbulence, the magnitude, radial profile, and evolution of the toroidal flow in tokamak plasmas have been important issues in tokamaks. [31] [32] [33] The equilibrium toroidal rotation flow (ETRF) 34 was shown to be important for GAMs 35 and attracted much attention. Wang 35 first performed the GAM in toroially rotating tokamaks by using the magnetic surface averaged poloidal motion equation to eliminate the fast magnetosonic wave. Wahlberg found the dispersion relation of GAM by solving the Frieman-Rotenberg eigenvalue equation for the Lagrangian perturbationñ in the presence of toroidal rotation 36 and presented a detailed analysis on the GAM and low-frequency magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) modes one year later. 37 Lakhin and Ilgisonis used the ideal MHD equations in axisymmetric toroidal systems to investigate the GAM by taking into account both the ETRF and equilibrium poloidal rotation flows (EPRF). 38 Recently, Ren studied the GAM in a toroidally rotating tokamak plasma with an arbitrary b by following Wang's way 35 to deal with the poloidal motion equation. 39 Hence, it is of great interest to re-study the effect of b on GAMs in the presence of ETRF by considering the harmonics coupling in lieu of magnetic surface averaging. That is the scope and objective of the present work which is motivated by Ref. 29 . It should be noted that the EPRF is not taken into account in our model since it is less than the ETRF by at least one order of magnitude as shown below. 34 The present work is organized as follows. The basic algebraic equations in a large-aspect-ration tokamak are presented in Sec. II, in which the equilibrium condition is also discussed. Two equations describing the poloidal displacement and the divergence of the Lagrangian perturbation are derived under an arbitrary cross-section. The mode equation depicting harmonics coupling of the poloidal displacement is obtained in Sec. III under the circular cross-section approximation. Section IV is devoted to the discussion about the dispersion relations of GAMs by considering two different patterns of harmonics coupling. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Sec. V.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND EQUILIBRIUM
We start our derivation from the ideal MHD equations, @q @t þ r Á ðqũÞ ¼ 0;
in whichJ ¼ r ÂB is the current density. We consider a large-aspect-ratio tokamak plasma with toroidal symmetric magnetic fields, work in the ðr; h; fÞ coordinate system, and introduce the following metrics:
Under the non-circular cross-section condition,
where w is the magnetic flux, f and h are the toroidal and poloidal angles, respectively. The equilibrium condition is discussed first. The zerothorder velocity can be assumed to have the following form: u 0 ¼ V f Rrf þ vB. Setting the time derivatives @=@t ¼ 0 in the MHD equations, one finds from the mass conservation equation that r k ðqvÞ ¼ 0; (6) in which r k stands for
in whichb is the unit vector along the unperturbed magnetic field. Meanwhile,b Â rr Á ½qðũ 0 Á rÞũ 0 þ rp ¼ 0 gives rise to rf Á ½ðũ 0 Á rÞũ 0 ¼ 0, namely,
rrÁ Eq. (2) generates the Grad-Shafranov (GS) equation. Finally, the state equation implies the following constraint:
Furthermore, the magnetic field is frozen in the plasma of zero resistivity and the zeroth-order electric field is then required to be a flux function. Consequently,
which are identical with the results in Ref. 38 . Equation (8) indicates an additional restriction that
With the help of Eqs. (7) and (8), the GS equation reads
which is reduced to the one reported in Ref. 38 when ignoring the last term on the left-hand side and reduced to the classical GS equation for tokamaks when v ¼ 0 and x T ¼ 0. 40 The prime denotes derivative with respect to the magnetic surface label r and D Ã stands for R 2 r Á ðR À2 rÞ. The stationary solutions above are mathematically accurate and self-consistent since the MHD equations provide no evident constraints on the temperature T ¼ m i p=q, which is not a flux function anymore. In other words, we can choose an EPRF which is sufficiently large and even larger than the ETRF in the MHD model. However, according to the zerothorder Fokker-Planck equation, 34, 41 r k T ¼ 0 should be satisfied, implying that T ¼ TðwÞ. Thus, Eq. (9) becomes
Eq. (7) is simplified to r k q ¼ q 34 Here m i is the ion mass and T ¼ T i ðwÞ þ T e ðwÞ is the total temperature. As a result, the only zeroth-order toroidal rotation flow is allowed and the EPRF is zero. 34, 41 Due to the centrifugal force of toroidal rotation, ions are shifted outward along the major radius so that its density depends on the poloidal angle and accounts for a local charge separation. This eventually leads to the total thermal pressure p ¼ qT=m i depending on the poloidal angular via q.
III. LINEARIZED EQUATIONS
The following perturbations and ordering Ansatz are adopted to linearize the MHD equations: 35 f ¼ f 0 þ f 1 with f for p and q;ũ ¼ũ 0 þũ 1 ;B ¼B 0 þB 1 , and f 1 =f 0 $ OðÞ; B 1 =B 0 $ OðÞ, and w 0 =I $ OðÞ with ¼ r=R ( 1. The displacementñ determines the perturbed velocity asũ 1 ¼ @ tñ þũ 0 Á rñ Àñ Á rũ 0 . 38 Using this relation, the expressions of q 1 ; p 1 , andB 1 can be highly simplified. 42 In the present work, we restrict ourselves to the toroidal symmetric perturbations with @ f ¼ 0 and define the displacement n asũ 1 ¼ @ tñ directly. By adopting this definition, the expression ofB 1 becomes complicated but the perturbed motion equation is simplified as shown below. Then one has u 1 ¼ Àixñ with x being the oscillation frequency. We expand an arbitrary vectorÃ into three components as A ¼ A r rr þ A hb Â rr þ A kb . When there is no risk of confusion, we omit the subscript and refer to the equilibrium magnetic field by usingB directly.
The 
in which we denote
and adopt that r Áñ ? ¼ / À Br k ðB À1 n k Þ. According to the perturbed form of Eq. (2), we find
where K h is the geodesic component of the magnetic curvaturẽ K defined as ðb Á rÞb. Along the normal direction, there is
Here, K r is the normal component ofK and P ¼ p 1 þ BB k is the total perturbed pressure. Finally, the third projection of the motion equation is
Inserting p 1 and B r into Eq. (17) and adopting r k f 0 $ f 0 =R, the displacement along the magnetic field direction by keeping the lowest-order terms is
With the aid of the equilibrium condition
By using r k B $ B=R to eliminate the terms of order OðÞ with substitution of n k from Eq. (20), the formula above yields P ' 0, or more explicitly,
where we have assumed n r $ n h to concentrate on the geodesic curvature component. The Mach number is defined as M T ¼ x T R=c s . This is the first equation to determine the dispersion relation. The second equation can be derived from the motion equation (19) with the aid of BB k ¼ P À p 1 by inserting B h and B r from above,
By keeping the lowest-order terms with the help of n k and noting that r k p 0 $ p 0 =R; r k B $ B=R; n r $ n h , and P ' 0, the equation above is simplified to
IV. MODE EQUATION
Two mode equations (22) and (24) describing the GAM are presented. To eliminate the fast magnetosonic wave, the approximations P ' 0 and n h $ À1 n r are adopted in the calculation simultaneously. It is acceptable since a typical GAM involves only n k and n h (aroused by theẼ ÂB drift whenẼ depends mainly on the magnetic flux w). Accordingly, we can disregard the mode radial structure and focus on the parallel and poloidal motion equations. However, the two mode equations cannot describe the eigenmode and continuous spectrum of Alfv en waves (AWs), although the second term in the curly brackets in the second mode equation represents the shear AWs (SAWs) effect. To picture the AWs, the radial motion equation (18) is needed to be taken into account and the assumption of P ¼ 0 should be dropped. This will be discussed in future work.
Depicting the GAM with Eq. (22) 2 , representing the slow magnetosonic wave (SMW) mode. As a result, the GAM cannot be excited.
Note that
With regard to a tokamak plasma with a circular crosssection, R ¼ R 0 þ r cos h and one has g ¼ r 2 R 2 ; g 11 ¼ 1; g 22 ¼ 1=r 2 , and g 12 ¼ 0. Hence, we find K h ' sin h=R 0 and obtain the following two equations by using r k ¼ @ h =ðqR 0 Þ: 
where we denote
Using Eq. (28) to eliminate / m in Eq. (27) , one obtains
The equation above shows that for poloidal fluid perturbations, the harmonic n m couples with the harmonics n mÀ2 and n mþ2 as described in Ref. 29 . It indicates that the presence of toroidal rotational flow does not play a qualitative role in mode coupling but introduces quantitative and also remarkable corrections. The local dispersion relation of GAMs can be obtained from the mode equation above via different patterns of harmonics coupling.
V. DISPERSION RELATIONS
The mode equation shows that the coupling phenomena take place for any harmonic n m and the dispersion relation cannot be derived without further assumptions. Here, we follow Ref. 29 by setting n 64 ¼ 0 to cut off the equations and take into account only the coupling between n 0 and n 62 . As a result,
The three equations yield the dispersion relation of the GAM with an arbitrary b by considering the coupling of m ¼ 0 and m ¼ 62 harmonics as 
where F m ¼ F Àm . In the low-b limit, i.e., b $ 2 , recalling the expression of A m , which now has the order of À2 for m 6 ¼ 0, one finds that the last two terms representing the effect of n 62 in the dispersion relation above is on the order of 2 compared with the other terms. 43 As a result, the coupling effects can be ignored and the dispersion relation is simplified to
or in the original form, On the other hand, the local dispersion relation depends on the patterns of harmonics coupling. For convenience of notation, we rewrite Eq. (30) 
À L 8 Þn 6 , etc. The other harmonics are still involved except for a special case in which n 2jþ1 ¼ 0ðj ¼ 0; 61; 62; :::Þ. Hence, we next consider only the harmonics n m for even number m. As a result, it is of interest and reasonable to consider such a coupling pattern in which n 62 ¼ 0. Consequently, K 0 n 0 ¼ 0 yields the local dispersion relation of GAMs presented in Eq. (36), and then the harmonics are n 4 ¼ À
ÀL 6 Þn 4 , etc. For simplicity of notation, this pattern is called the first pattern, while Eq. (34) determines the dispersion relation of the second pattern.
Because of the identification between the result for the first pattern and the previous result, indicating that b decreases the frequency of the GAM, a detailed discussion is omitted here and instead, we present a brief discussion. The two solutions of Eq. (36) are related to the high-frequency GAM and low-frequency zonal flow (LFZF) as
Note that the LFZF is reduced to zero when M T ¼ 0. 35 It can help us to identify the LFZF modes below.
As for the second pattern, the dispersion (35) describes only GAMs with finite Mach number and low-b while the previous results 35, 39, 42 also show that there is an acoustic mode with m ¼ 61. Referring back to the dispersion relation (34) , it can be rewritten as
with
Hence F 1 ¼ 0 is also a root, yielding that
which is the dispersion relation of the SMW with poloidal wave number m ¼ 61. 39 In this mode, one finds n 62 ¼ n 0 .
The other harmonics are the same as the second pattern except that one should recall n 62 ¼ n 0 . The previous discussion just concentrates on n m and does not pay attention to /, which will be estimated roughly below. Since all the harmonics n m with odd number m are zero, the harmonics / m are zero for even number m, and
Finally, we obtain the dispersion relation of GAMs in a toroidally rotating tokamak plasma with an arbitrary b for n 64 ¼ 0 as T ¼ 0.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
T is a 7th-order function about X 2 and no simple analytical roots in general cases can be obtained from T ¼ 0. Equation (39) yields seven wave modes and needs to be numerically evaluated. The first mode is the LFZF. The second one is the modified SMW reduced to F À1 ¼ 0 when M T ¼ 0 and b ¼ 0, leading to X ¼ 1=q. The third and forth ones are the modified SMWs determined by F 63 ¼ 0 when M T ¼ 0 and b ! 0, yielding X ¼ 3=q. Since our objective is to investigate the GAM, the former four modes are not considered below. The fifth mode is the GAM for the second coupling pattern with reduced form
s when M T ¼ 0 and b ¼ 0. We refer to it as the second GAM (SGAM). Correspondingly, we name X GAM as the first GAM (FGAM). The last two modes are the SAWs corresponding to A 62 ¼ 0. Since the frequency of SAW is about / b À1 , under the low-b condition, the two SAWs have extremely high frequencies which are much greater than the frequency of the GAM and thus the SAW and GAM cannot be coupled together. Correspondingly, Eq. (36) yields only one solution related to the GAM in the low-b case. As aforementioned, Eq. (36) is not only suitable for the low-b case but also applies to the high-b case. The SAW is not generated from Eq. (36) because of n 62 ¼ 0 since such a coupling pattern means that the collection between GAM (m ¼ 0) and SAW (m ¼ 62) is cut off. In the high-b case, the frequency of GAM can approach or even larger than the one of SAW. 29 The frequencies of SGAM, FGAM, and the two SAWs (named as SAW À and SAW þ below) for fixed q and c versus the Mach number M T are illustrated in Figure 1 . Figure 1 shows that when b ¼ 0:5, the frequency of SGAM is less than the that of FGAM. Hence, the coupling effect induced by n 62 decreases the GAM's frequency. Besides, the frequency of FGAM can be reduced by b, 39 and so the dashed-dotted curve corresponding to b ¼ 0 is above the one representing FGAM with b ¼ 0:5. In fact, for b $ OðÞ from Eq. (39), we can obtain the frequency of GAM with the first-order modification as
whereas Eq. (36) generates
Here, we assumed M T ¼ 0 for simplicity. The dependence of frequencies on b for fixed M T and q is displayed in Figure 2 which verifies the discussion above. It should be specifically pointed out that for the nonrotating tokamak with M T ¼ 0, the dispersion relation (39) is simplified to a cubic equation about X 2 , and then yields only three roots, namely, SAW (note that A 3 ¼ A À3 for zero M T , so SAW þ and SAW À turn into one mode), SGAM, and the SMW corresponding to F 3 ¼ 0. The other two SMWs corresponding to F À1 ¼ 0 and F À3 ¼ 0 do not exist anymore. In the limit of b ¼ 0, the solution related to SAW tends to be infinite and F 3 ¼ 0 is an extraneous root. Consequently, only one solution of the GAM exists by recalling that the LFZF disappears since M T ¼ 0. Previous results 35, 36, 42 in the low-b case verify this point. On the other hand, one may note that the solution of F 3 ¼ 0 is not found in the previous studies mentioned above. Actually, the previous studies are restricted to the low-b condition from the beginning by neglecting relative terms, leading to Eq. last two terms in Eq. (34) directly. While keeping the two terms, a new solution related to F 3 ¼ 0 will be introduced and it becomes an extraneous root and does not exist only for b ¼ 0 but not a low b.
In conclusion, two equations depicting / and n h are derived by using the ideal MHD equations in a toroidally rotating tokamak with a large-aspect-ratio, where / ¼ r Áñ is the divergence of the Lagrangian perturbationñ and n h 1 b Â rr Áñ is the poloidal displacement. Equations (22) and (24) are suitable for tokamaks with an arbitrary cross-section and toroidal symmetrical structure. By applying to the circular cross-section tokamak, the mode equation describing n m and n m62 is presented in Eq. (30) . According to this equation, the general dispersion relations of GAMs with the coupling of harmonics are derived as Eqs. (36) and (39) for the first coupling pattern (n 62 ¼ 0) and the second coupling pattern (n 64 ¼ 0), respectively. Equation (36) is a quadratic equation about X 2 and can be analytically analyzed as described in Ref. 39 but Eq. (39) cannot be analytically analyzed. We plot the frequencies of GAMs in the two coupling patterns versus the Mach number and b in Figures 1 and 2 , respectively. Figure 1 illustrates that M T increases the frequencies and both figures indicate that b can decrease the frequencies of GAMs and SAWs. The frequencies of GAMs in the first pattern are larger than those in the second pattern for the same q; M T ; b, and c.
